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Application Fields and Research Gaps of Process Mining in
Manufacturing Companies
Simon Dreher,1 Peter Reimann1,2, Christoph Gröger2

Abstract: To survive in global competition with increasing cost pressure, manufacturing companies
must continuously optimize their manufacturing-related processes. Thereby, process mining constitutes
an important data-driven approach to gain a profound understanding of the actual processes and to
identify optimization potentials by applying data mining and machine learning techniques on event data.
However, there is little knowledge about the feasibility and usefulness of process mining specifically
in manufacturing companies. Hence, this paper provides an overview of potential applications of
process mining for the analysis of manufacturing-related processes. We conduct a systematic literature
review, classify relevant articles according to the Supply-Chain-Operations-Reference-Model (SCORmodel), identify research gaps, such as domain-specific challenges regarding unstructured, cascaded
and non-linear processes or heterogeneous data sources, and give practitioners inspiration which
manufacturing-related processes can be analyzed by process mining techniques.
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1

Introduction

Manufacturing companies are facing global competition and increasing cost pressure due
to new competitors in the proceeding globalization of markets. In order to ensure future
competitiveness, companies need to optimize their costly manufacturing-related processes
regarding effectiveness and efficiency [BPR16]. This process optimization first requires a
profound understanding of one’s own manufacturing processes. However, this knowledge
and transparency is often not sufficiently available in companies as defined process models
in manufacturing often only represent an idealized image of reality or are not transparent
[EAW15]. Hence, process owners, e.g., production managers, cannot implement process
optimizations to be able to meet targets set by the management of the company [EAP15].
Companies are increasingly using information systems in manufacturing such as Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP) or Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES) to plan and control
processes and resources. As a result, large amounts of process-related data are collected
and stored in database systems, data warehouses, or data lakes [Gr16]. However, data are
available in such large quantities that the results of conventional methods (e.g., Reporting,
Online Analytical Processing (OLAP), Value Stream Mapping), which work with aggregated
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data, are often not as detailed and precise as necessary. Hence, these methods are not able
to provide the highly needed process knowledge and transparency [VW0», Va16] or require
a high amount of manual effort for data integration and analysis [KRP19].
In this context, process mining has developed in recent years and has established itself
as an independent research discipline [Va16]. By a process-oriented view on raw data,
process mining constitutes an important approach to gain a profound understanding of the
actual process execution. This process-oriented view is created by applying data mining
and machine learning techniques on event data. Using process mining to explore the event
logs related to manufacturing processes is a promising way to gain the necessary process
knowledge and transparency in order to pave the way for process optimizations and future
competitiveness [Va16]. In recent years, the number of publications on process mining in
the academic field has increased significantly. This is underpinned by literature reviews
on the application of process mining in various domains [Da18, Ga19]. These especially
show that process mining has so far been less researched for the manufacturing industry
compared to other domains. However, the ongoing digitalization in line with Industry ».0
has significantly improved the data basis in manufacturing and makes this domain along
with its process-oriented characteristics predestined for the use of process mining.
Hence, this paper provides a systematic literature review to contribute to the stream of
literature focusing on the domain-specific application of process mining. We survey various
use cases for analyzing manufacturing-related processes using process mining and identify
research gaps for future directions in this relatively new field of study. Note that we do not
want to make a statement about the general importance of process mining for manufacturing
and especially not about its importance compared to other, specific analytical tools from
manufacturing literature, such as lean production methods or value stream mapping.
Therefore, our contribution is intended mainly as an analysis of the application of process
mining in manufacturing and of associated research gaps. In order to classify the identified
use cases, we propose the SCOR-model [HSW0»]. By an operational process perspective,
the SCOR-model integrates concepts of business process re-engineering, benchmarking and
process measurement into one framework. It has become the de-facto standard for defining
process types in operations management [HSW0»] and is consequently adopted for this
review. As the SCOR-model is implemented in many companies, our classification of use
cases gives practitioners inspiration which manufacturing-related processes can be analyzed
by process mining techniques.
The remainder of the paper is structured as followsȷ Section 2 describes theoretical
background. In Section «, the literature selection process is clarified. Section » outlines the
identified use cases, while Section 5 discusses research gaps. Section 6 summarizes with a
conclusion.
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2

Theoretical Basis

This section outlines the fundamental basics of the SCOR-model and process mining.
2.1

SCOR-model

The SCOR-model was first developed by the Supply Chain Council in 1996 and has been
revised continuously [HSW0», Zh11]. The SCOR-model basically differentiates six level 1
process typesȷ Plan, Source, Make, Deliver, Return and Enable [HSW0»]. These process
types represent potential application fields of process mining for our literature review. So,
we give a brief overview on these process types in the following. The Plan process contains
all activities that balance demand and supply in order to develop a course of action which
best meets sourcing, manufacturing and delivery requirements [Zh11]. The Source process
describes activities that procure and issue materials needed to produce the planned demand.
The subsequent Make process includes all activities that transform material to finished
products and is considered to be the core process of the model [Zh11]. The activities of the
Deliver process provide the finished products to retailers and/or end-consumers [HSW0»].
The Return process encompasses activities managing the reverse flow of used products and
materials back to the manufacturing company [Zh11]. The Enable processes support the
realization and governance of the other process types. Hence, they interact with the HR, IT
and Financial department [HSW0»].
2.2

Process Mining

According to van der Aalst, „the idea of process mining is to discover, monitor and
improve real processes [. . . ] by extracting knowledge from event logs readily available in
today´s systems.“ [Va16] It constitutes an important data-driven approach applying data
analytics and machine learning on event data. Process mining can be distinguished from
traditional business process management (BPM) by the fact that BPM methods usually
allow for identifying a process model by means of expert interviews, and not based on
data. Nevertheless, the application of process mining methods and BPM is not an either/or
decision, but process mining establishes a connection between data science and BPM or
process science [Va16]. Process mining can basically be applied for all kinds of processes.
In doing so, data from one or more IT systems (e.g., ERP, MES), is extracted into an event
log representing the history of process executions [Va16]. To analyze the event log data,
various algorithms can be used [Va16]ȷ e.g., 𝛼-algorithm, heuristic miner, genetic miner,
inductive miner and the fuzzy miner. However, the 𝛼-algorithm has a lot of shortcomings,
like problems with noise or complex routing constructs. It is therefore not seen as one of the
main algorithms used to analyze event data [Va16]. Instead, the inductive miner is mainly
used and seems to provide the best results [NE19, Va16]. The first academically developed
process mining software tool “ProM” was introduced in 2005 and has been continuously
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developed since then [Va16]. In the past years, commercial software vendors added process
mining functionality to their tools as well [Va12a]. According to van der Aalst [Va16], three
categories of process mining may be distinguishedȷ process discovery, process conformance
and process enhancement. The aim of process discovery is to convert event log data into an
initial process model describing how actual processes have been executed [Va12b]. So, this
initial process model represents the order of individual process steps, including possible
branches and loops between the steps. The aim of process conformance is to compare the
actual process execution with a predefined process model in order to check whether defined
process steps are carried out properly [Va12b]. Finally, the goal of process enhancement is
to extend a previously defined process model or to optimize the process, e.g., with regard to
bottlenecks and resource utilization [Va12b].

3

Methodology

To provide an overview of applications of process mining in the manufacturing field, we
conducted a systematic literature review following the steps proposed by Thomé et al.
[TSS16]. We defined keywords according to the main objective of the paper and then
combined these keywords in the search string ("process mining" AND ("manufacturing" OR
"production")). We then used this search string to identify relevant articles and conference
papers in six different databasesȷ SpringerLink, IEEE Xplore, ScienceDirect, Web of Science,
Emerald Insight and Academic and Business Source Premier. We retrieved «61 articles by
searching titles, abstracts and keywords of all publications within these databases with the
search string. Subsequently, we removed duplicates (to reject 5« articles) and then screened
titles, abstracts (to reject 281 articles) and finally also full texts (to reject » articles) based
on the following inclusion and exclusion criteria.
Inclusion criteriaȷ
•

Full text of the paper is electronically available

•

Paper focuses on the application of process mining for process analysis by conducting
a case study

Exclusion criteriaȷ
•

Paper is not written in English or German

•

Paper is published outside peer-reviewed journals or conference proceedings

•

Paper references process mining solely in its introduction or only as future research
directions

•

Paper is not focused on process mining, e.g., mining metal
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Through this procedure, we identified 2« relevant articles and conference papers.
Note that not every paper that analyzes process mining explicitly uses the keywords we
used in our search string mentioned above. So, there might be a few relevant articles that we
possibly did not identify, as they use other related keywords. The keyword “process mining”
also limits the covered time period, since this term for process-oriented mining approaches
had not been used until van der Aalst coined this term in 1998 [VW0»]. Nevertheless, we
decided to use the keyword “process mining” in the search string, since process mining has
meanwhile established itself as an independent research stream. So, the keyword “process
mining” is sufficient to identify a vast amount and also the most important papers regarding
the application of process mining in manufacturing.

4

Results

The distribution of the publications over years ranges from 2009 to 2020 and shows a strong
increase in 2017. This supports the proposition that digitalization and Industry ».0 improved
the data basis in manufacturing in recent years making the use of data-driven approaches
like process mining valuable. In the following, we classify the identified literature that
represent potential application fields for process mining according to the six process types
of the SCOR-model. Table 1 provides an overview. As the Make process is considered to be
the core process, most studies have been identified here. No articles can be assigned to the
Return process.
Tab. 1ȷ Literature assigned to the SCOR-process-types and to the process mining categories
Process Discovery

Process Conformance

Process Enhancement

[Er18], [NE19]

[Ji18]

[Ji18]

Source

[BLP17], [RC09], [RC17]

[EAP15], [EAW15]

[EAW15], [RC09], [RC17]

Make

[BPR16], [DSK17],
[IB18], [Me17],
[NWD19], [RC09],
[Ro09], [RAB18], [Ru18],
[TS16]

[Na17], [Pi17], [RAB18],
[Ro09]

[AB20], [Pa15], [RAB18],
[RC09], [Ro09]

Deliver

[RC09]

[Pa1«]

[RC09]

Return

-

-

-

Enable

[Ro19]

-

-

Plan

Process mining in the Plan process
Three studies can be assigned to the Plan process [Er18, Ji18, NE19]. In order to efficiently
generate manufacturing plans, companies make use of IT systems (e.g., ERP systems), which
create corresponding planning drafts based on capacities and demand. High uncertainty
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about the future forces companies to frequently modify the plans [Mu06]. This so-called
"nervousness syndrome" causes the "bullwhip effect" in supply chains, which has been
analyzed predominantly using system dynamics or mathematical models [Mu06]. Er et
al. aim to investigate the effects of this syndrome on process level by applying process
discovery on ERP data [Er18]. The results show amongst others that the use case company
changed «1% of its plans. Thereby, the "nervousness syndrome" could be proven at process
level by using process mining [Er18]. As manufacturing plans are generated for different
purposes, planning processes also show diverse characteristics. Consequently, each kind
of planning process may require the usage of different existing process mining algorithms.
Nuritha/Er [NE19] apply five algorithms to the use cases of two different planning processes.
By extracting ERP data for each process, Nuritha/Er suggest due to their performance
comparison that the genetic and inductive miner are suitable for the considered use cases
of planning-to-stock processes, and that the inductive miner is most appropriate for the
use case of planning-to-export processes. However, this claim also needs further validation
[NE19]. Since the concepts of self-organizing manufacturing systems indicate reductions
in planning efforts, little knowledge exists on the quality of the self-planned and selfexecuted manufacturing processes [Ji18]. Jimenez et al. [Ji18] apply conformance checking
and enhancement for the diagnosis of self-organizing manufacturing systems. They show
improvements in the function of those systems by permitting efficient and smooth reactions
to perturbation events. So, process mining can support evaluations of plans generated by
self-organizing manufacturing systems [Ji18].
Process mining in the Source process
Overall, four studies may be assigned to the Source process [RC17, EAP15, EAW15, BLP16].
R’bigui/Cho [RC17] demonstrate the usability of process discovery and enhancement for
sourcing processes in heavy manufacturing industries. Er et al. [EAP15] address the problem
of disruptions and downtimes in manufacturing due to defected or missing material. They
apply conformance checking to the process handling incoming material at warehouses based
on ERP data. The results show that the actual process highly conforms to the predefined
standard. However, in case of failed quality checks, additional manual tests need to be
done delaying the entire process. The analysis also found the single sourcing strategy
to be critical [EAP15]. The storing and issuing of material to the manufacturing line is
considered as one of the critical processes in sourcing. Er et al. [EAW15] analyze material
movements in warehouses to carry out process conformance checking and enhancement.
The conformity check indicates that additional, previously not defined process steps are
carried out, while others are skipped presumably for time reasons. Some materials cause
disruptions due to quality defects, even though the quality was checked before. The analysis
reveals that materials stored in high racks are particularly prone to quality issues. Hence,
this process step can cause damage and has to be optimized. Finally, a dotted chart analysis
of individual process steps states that the First-In-First-Out (FIFO) rule is not maintained
[EAW15]. As sourcing processes are characterized by high frequency of changes and
fluctuations, defined process models need to be updated continuously. Becker et al. [BLP17]
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propose a process maintenance concept based on process mining. Process mining acts as an
enabler to automatically create process models and this way replaces manual paper and pen
modeling. However, challenges exist as standard software cannot handle the heterogeneous
data sources [BLP17].
Process mining in the Make process
Thirteen and hence the most amount of articles may be assigned to the Make process [Ro09,
Pa15, BPR16, TS16, DSK17, Na17, Me17, Pi17, IB18, RAB18, Ru18, NWD19, AB20].
Rozinat et al. [Ro09] show one of the first applications of all three process mining categories
by analyzing the test phase of wafer steppers. Park et al. [Pa15] demonstrate the use of
process enhancement for workload and delay analysis in make-to-order manufacturing.
Dišek et al. [DSK17] discover the control flow and other parameters of the manufacturing
process of transmission parts in the automotive industry. Ribeiro et al. [RAB18] use process
conformance and enhancement to analyze unsatisfactory performance levels approached in
the referred process. Based on the analysis results, they propose adjustments to the “L*lifecycle model” methodology developed by van der Aalst [Va16]. Bettacchi et al. [BPR16]
compare the application of five algorithms on an interlinked manufacturing process. They
show that the inductive miner is best-suited for process discovery in their use case. Semiand unstructured processes are addressed by Meincheim et al. [Me17], who combine the
inductive miner with trace clustering to discover process variants based on MES data. This
approach seems promising for analyzing performance issues in unstructured processes.
Intayoad/Becker [IB18] and Natschlčger et al. [Na17] show that unstructured processes
are often accompanied with heterogeneous data sources. Hence, Intayoad/Becker apply a
Markov chain as a sequence clustering technique for the data processing steps based on
MES data [IB18]. A comparison of the results with and without Markov chain shows an
improvement of the discovered process model quality by the indicator of replay fitness.
They conclude that involving experts with domain knowledge is crucial for successful
process mining in manufacturing [IB18]. Natschlčger et al. check the conformance of two
manufacturing processes using process mining based on ERP data [Na17]. They propose a
new procedure to extract, load and transform data from heterogeneous sources, which can
also be applied in other application domains [Na17].
Most mentioned studies use ERP data. In contrast, Altan/Birgün [AB20] apply process
enhancement to the manufacturing process of propeller shafts using machinery data. They
use process mining to evaluate lead times and to improve the machining process [AB20].
Others studied the use of process mining for Make support processes and side aspects.
Tu/Song [TS16] propose a concept to analyze and predict manufacturing process costs
based on process enhancement. Therefore, they extend the event log by the costs of each
activity in a process. They demonstrate the concept by analyzing a manufacturing processes
of jeans [TS16]. Pika et al. [Pi17] provide insights on the usability of process mining for
checking conformance of safety processes in the manufacturing area [Pi17]. Ruschel et al.
[Ru18] apply process discovery for maintenance inspections of machines and equipment
providing better support to managers in scheduling activities [Ru18]. Nagy et al. [Na17] use
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real-time process mining to detect early deviations in a manufacturing process. They show
that real-time process mining can speed up the process of detecting potential sources of
defects and thereby reduce the number of faulty products.
Process mining in other process types
The study of Paszkiewicz [Pa1«] may be assigned to the Deliver process. Paszkiewicz uses
conformance checking to analyze the outbound logistic process of delivering products to the
company´s customer. The results show that rules, e.g., FIFO, are not obeyed by employees,
and further analyzes indicate an ineffective configuration of the warehouse [Pa1«]. The
study of Roldăn et al. [Ro19] can be assigned to the Enable process. The authors investigate
how a training system for industrial operators in assembly tasks may benefit from process
discovery and virtual reality. Their results show that the automatically retrieved process
models can help in teaching new employed machine operators in an efficient way [Ro19].
Finally, R’bigui/Cho [RC09] examine a customer order fulfillment process of a heavy
manufacturing company using process discovery and enhancement. This study spans several
process types (Source, Make and Deliver processes) and, thereby, constitutes the only study,
which analyzes an end-to-end process.

5

Research Gaps

The conducted literature review surfaces a variety of process mining applications in
manufacturing companies. However, there still exist research gaps, which we derived from
the results of our study and which we explain in the following.
Consideration of process types and mining categories
As shown in Table 1, most studies explore the process type Make, while the Plan and Source
processes receive some attention. However, the Deliver and Enable processes are considered
too rarely so far, while the Return process is even not covered at all. This Return process is
however of particular interest, since it is becoming crucial in the course of an increasing
circular economy in manufacturing. So, one research gap is to identify and analyze additional
possibilities to use process mining for Deliver, Enable, and especially Return processes.
Furthermore, only one study analyzes end-to-end processes [RC09]. As the optimization
of end-to-end processes has a greater impact on efficiency improvements, future research
should investigate the usefulness of process mining on a larger scale for these end-to-end
processes. Moreover, the results show that most studies aim to discover process models (1»
of 2« articles), while less studies check conformance (8 of 2« articles) or enhance (8 of 2«
articles) existing models. Only 6 of 2« articles combine those approaches [EAW15, Ji18,
RAB18, RC09, RC17, Ro09]. Yet, conformance checks and process enhancement are of
utmost importance for companies in order to keep their manufacturing processes compliant
and to optimize them. Hence, future research should especially focus on conformance
checking and process enhancement.
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Selection of process mining algorithms for given use cases
There is little knowledge on how to select the right process mining algorithm for a given
manufacturing use case [NE19]. For instance, it would be valuable to know which process
mining algorithm is suitable for each SCOR-process-type. Thereby, future work is to develop
a selection framework which assigns algorithms to a SCOR-process-type or to concrete
use cases. The studies of Bettacchi et al. and Nuritha/Er indicate that the inductive miner
shows good performance when applying discovery techniques to certain use cases of a Make
process [BPR16, NE19]. However, other algorithms may recognize additional properties
of the processes that go beyond the pure workflow of the process model and that are
of relevance as well, e.g., properties describing which different organizational units and
which machine resources are involved in a manufacturing process. Further research is
needed to validate these first assumptions, to provide more robust findings and to provide a
selection framework for process mining algorithms. The more general framework to guide
the selection and configuration of machine learning solutions in manufacturing proposed by
Villanueva et al. may be a starting point for this research [VRM18]. Nevertheless, it has to
be adapted to the specific needs of process mining.
Unstructured, cascaded, and non-linear processes
Since each application domain has its own characteristics, this also comes along with
specific application problems that only occur in this domain [NE19]. However, there is little
knowledge on resulting domain- and application-specific challenges. Only very few studies
have addressed some manufacturing-specific challenges such as unstructured, cascaded, and
non-linear manufacturing processes [BLP17, EAP15, EAW15, IB18, Ro19]. For instance,
in case a product does not pass a test in a quality control gate, the processing order of this
product does not follow the predefined order of the manufacturing process. The processes
then become non-linear [Ch17, Wi20]. Here, the processing order typically includes loops
from one step back to a preceding step, or even self-loops within a single manufacturing
step. This means that data samples of a specific product occur multiple times in the related
data set, but with different timestamps for one and the same process step. This makes it
challenging to clearly associate the process instances identified by process mining with
the real process steps and products. Although such unstructured, cascaded, and non-linear
processes are typical for the manufacturing domain, no adequate solution exists to obtain the
event log [EAP15, EAW15, Ro19] and to avoid “spaghetti-like” process models as a result
[IB18, BLP17]. Thereby, it can be difficult to differentiate between expected and undesired
process outcomes. Also, there is little knowledge how discovery techniques can deal with
varying processes, i.e., where process steps may vary depending on the product variant being
produced. The product variety that is inherent in manufacturing also increases the variety
of underlying event data. It leads to complex data relations, to high data dimensionalities,
and to a complicated interpretability of event data [Wi20, Wu16]. Hence, Intayoad/Becker
mention that experts with domain knowledge have to be properly involved when planning
an application project in manufacturing [IB18].
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Integration and fusion of heterogenous data sources
Another main challenge for implementing process mining in manufacturing is a huge
disconnect between physical flow of materials and the digital information flow. As complex,
unstructured, and non-linear processes are often accompanied with heterogeneous data
sources and IT systems, data quality and data integration of various data sources are of great
importance in manufacturing [BLP17, NA17]. Here, a problem is the assumption of process
mining that a process instance and its event data can be traced and clearly assigned through
the entire process. In manufacturing, however, this can often only be the case over a limited
segment of the process, e.g., over a single manufacturing line. A process change destroying
the uniqueness of a process instance, can cause problems for process mining applications.
This problem is even intensified by the unstructured, cascading, and non-linear nature of
manufacturing process, as well as by the high variety of underlying products mentioned
above.
Furthermore, the increasing use of sensor technology in the shop floor area provides new data
sources for process analysis [AB20]. As a result of Industry ».0 and the ongoing digitization,
more and more sensors are being installed on machines and measuring stations [Gr16].
Hence, the generated data from those sensors are highly relevant for process mining in
manufacturing as they contain additional and unique information. However, the integration
of sensor data with machinery or ERP data sources is challenging, as sensor data are usually
not linked to discrete process steps. In fact, no explicit or only incomplete key relationships
(e.g., primary and foreign key relations) exist between both data sources. This makes the
integration of such data sources difficult and can significantly increase the effort in terms of
time and resources.
Hence, significant need for research exists especially for integrating and fusing heterogeneous
data sources in process mining [BLP17, IB18, Na17]. This is underpinned by the fact
that almost all studies apply process mining exclusively on ERP or MES data (except for
[AB20]). So, they do not integrate data from various sources into one transformed event log.
However, a combination of ERP, machinery and sensor data seems promising as this enables
both an overall view on and a deep dive into end-to-end processes [Gr16]. Hence, existing
process mining tools need to be enhanced with data integration features or be combined
with other tools that deliver these features (e.g., Talend Open Studio for Data Integration).
Inter-organizational process mining
As manufacturing companies are interconnected in global supply chains, more and more of
such inter-organizational processes are supported by IT systems. However, all identified
studies analyze intra-organizational manufacturing processes and only use data from one
company. Hence, the application of process mining for analysis of such inter-organizational
processes should be in the scope of further studies [EA1»]. However, this endeavor will
most likely face a lot of problems. Not only heterogenous data sources within one company,
but multiple and even more diverse data sources from other involved companies need
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to be integrated into consistent event logs. This will intensify already existing problems.
Furthermore, it requires the involved parties to share confidential data. Nevertheless, this
seems to be a promising way to optimize inter-organizational manufacturing processes,
reducing the often-cited bullwhip effect in supply chains.

6

Conclusion

Process mining constitutes an important data-driven approach to gain a profound process
knowledge and to pave the way for process optimizations. Process mining in manufacturing
constitutes a novel and thus rather unexplored research field. Therefore, this paper provides
an overview of various use cases for analyzing manufacturing-related processes. Our
SCOR-based classification of the use cases gives an outline where process mining can be an
alternative to existing tools. It especially helps practitioners identify suitable use cases for
process mining, as the SCOR-model is implemented in many companies. Furthermore, we
identify research gaps that need to be filled to ensure a broad adoption of process mining in
the manufacturing domain. These research gaps are summarized in Table 2.
Tab. 2ȷ Research agenda summarizing the identified research gaps for the application of process
mining in manufacturing
Research Gap

Description

Stronger focus on Deliver, Return and Enable process types, as well
Consideration of process
as on the mining categories conformance checking and process
types and mining categories enhancement
Selection of algorithms for
given use cases

Develop a selection framework which assigns algorithms to a process
type or to concrete use cases

Handling of unstructured,
cascaded, and non-linear
processes

Develop adequate solutions to obtain event logs from such complex
and dynamic processes and to prevent “spaghetti-like” process
models

Integration and fusion of
heterogenous data sources

Implement appropriate methods for data integration and fusion

Inter-organizational
process mining

Examine and validate the use of process mining for interorganizational process analysis

Here, we see addressing unstructured, cascaded, and non-linear processes as well as the
integration and fusion of heterogenous data sources as most important. Those challenges are
present in almost every manufacturing environment [Wi20] and are also linked to other gaps,
e.g., to inter-organizational process mining. Also, the development of a use-case-related
selection framework of algorithms seems valuable, especially for practitioners.
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